Adara Partners – Commercial and strategic advice

Adara Partners was engaged by a large educational institution to identify and critically analyse options to
resolve material commercial and financial challenges created as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Snapshot

Value added

• Stage I: February 2021 – April 2021

• Options mapping: Clear articulation of the full suite of options
available to the client to deal with a highly confidential business
challenge, while acknowledging the lack of a “no-risk” approach

• Stage II: January 2022 – April 2022
• Problem solving for a complex commercial challenge involving high
profile stakeholders
• Organising a roadmap out of a vexed legal and financial situation, with
priority placed on the mitigation of legal, financial and reputational risk
in the absence of any risk-free alternatives
• Required deeply experienced minds to provide an innovative solution
to a problem already thoroughly examined by the board
• Adara Partners, led by Mike Roche and Phillipa Stone, provided
multiple updates, reports and options to the leadership team

Information
gathering
• Reviewed a
substantial
amount of legal
documents,
construction
contracts and
funding
agreements
• Held 31 different
meetings with key
stakeholders and
advisers

Options
mapping
• Number of
options mapped
along with key
risks identified
• Presented full
suite of options
available
considering the
key objectives of
the client

• “Best option” identification: Building on the options roadmap,
Adara singled out an optimal course of action
• Execution oversight: Continued engagement with the client while
advising on key implementation steps and ways to mitigate
associated flow-on risks
• Stakeholder engagement strategy: Set out a recommended
negotiation strategy to complement the “best option” solution to
ensure the client has clarity around optimal outcomes from any longterm negotiations with key counterparties

Scenario
analysis
• Contingency
funding plan to
ensure operations
can continue on a
worst-case basis
• 2nd and 3rd order
implications of
recommended
strategy explored

“Best option”
selection
• Selected the
“best option”
based on the
facts at hand and
our analysis
conducted
• Outlined key
assumptions that
reinforced “best
options” approach

Stakeholder engagement conducted throughout the process

“Best option”
execution
• Mapped out a
recommended
strategy based on
the “best option”
available.
• Compiled
“essential actions”
list and other key
recommendations
to mitigate risk
going forward
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About Adara Partners

Collectively our Panel Members have advised over 90% of the ASX100 and have worked on many of the
largest and most critical transactions in Australia’s corporate history. Adara Partners’ services are not
limited to the ASX100 – our Panel Members have worked on a range of public and private corporate
engagements, providing our clients with their expertise, through wise counsel, financial and strategic advice
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Managing Director,
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Our Panel Members provide their time and expertise pro bono. All profits are donated to Adara Development,
Adara’s not-for-profit arm that delivers services directly to more than 200,000 people living in poverty each year
in Uganda and Nepal, and touches countless more through knowledge sharing
Disclaimer: This document has been prepared by Adara Partners (Australia) Pty. Limited, (“Adara Partners”), Authorised Representative of Adara Advisors Pty. Limited AFSL 415611. This document includes only a select
summary of information and does not, and does not purport to, contain all information which you may require or desire in deciding whether, or on what terms, to proceed with any course of action or transaction. Specific advice,
including financial advice, should be obtained in respect of any particular matter. Further, you should also obtain such other professional advice relative to matters on which Adara Partners does not provide advice, such as tax,
legal, regulatory and accounting matters, in your consideration of the matters outlined in this document.
The information contained in this document may have been compiled from data providers to which we subscribe and/or from public sources that are believed to be reliable, such as company filings and annual reports and/or from
information provided by you. Whilst Adara Partners believes the information in this document to be reliable, and that opinions expressed are reasonably held, no warranty is given as to the accuracy or completeness of such
information or reasonableness of such opinions and persons relying on this information do so at their own risk. To the maximum extent permissible by law, none of Adara Partners, Adara Advisors Pty. Limited, or their respective
officers, employees, secondees and volunteers (“Adara Parties”) shall be liable (whether in contract, tort or otherwise and whether or not any Adara Parties have been negligent) for any direct or indirect loss, damage or costs
which may be suffered by any recipient using this document or relying on anything contained in or omitted from this document.
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